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Abstract
We use a recently developed formalism which generalizes the Weinberg’s compositeness condition to partial
waves higher than s-wave in order to determine the probability of having a Kπ component in the K∗ wave
function. A fit is made to the Kπ phase shifts in p-wave, from where the coupling of K∗ to Kπ and the
Kπ loop function are determined. These ingredients allow us to determine that the K∗ is a genuine state,
different to a Kπ component, in a proportion of about 80 %.
PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the nature and structure of hadronic particles is an important subject of hadron
physics. In principle Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) should give an answer to these questions.
At high energies, because of the asymptotic freedom [1–3], QCD can be treated perturbatively,
but at low energies, needed to interpret the hadron spectrum, QCD is highly non perturbative and
calculations become very difficult. Lattice QCD can provide an answer in the future, but so far
the determination of the hadron spectrum is finding more problems than anticipated, in particular
for particles which decay in several channels, which are the majority of them [4, 5].
Traditionally quark models have tried to find an approach to that problem [6–9] and remarkable
progress has been done from this perspective, but in order to understand the particle properties
quoted in the Particle Data Group (PDG) [10] it is also becoming clear that hadronic states
are more complex than just three quarks for the baryons and qq¯ for the mesons [11]. One of
the theories that has been remarkably successful dealing with hadron interaction and structure is
chiral perturbation theory [12, 13]. This theory is an effective field theoretical approach to QCD
at low energies and the quark and gluon degrees of freedom are substituted with the baryons and
mesons themselves. Yet, it soon became clear that chiral perturbation theory has a very limited
energy range of convergence and improvements were made to construct non perturbative unitary
extensions of the theory that allowed to deal with hadron interactions at much higher energies.
These extensions are commonly known as the chiral unitary approach [14–25] (see [26] for a review).
With this theory one can study the interaction between hadrons, and some times the interaction
leads to poles in the scattering matrix which are interpreted in terms of “dynamically generated”
or “composite hadron” states, like the two Λ(1405), Λ(1670), N∗(1535), etc.
One of the questions that attracts attention is the issue of whether some resonances are “com-
posite” of other hadrons or “genuine” states (other than hadron-hadron molecular states). One
answer to this question was early given in the paper of Weinberg [27] (see also [28–30]), but it deals
with particles bound in s-wave with a very small binding. The generalization to also s-waves but
not necessarily so lightly bound and with many coupled channels was given in [31] for bound states
and it was extended to deal with resonances in [32]. A further generalization to higher partial
waves was done in [33]. In this latter paper it was found that the ρ meson had a ππ component
in the wave function that amounted only to about 20 %, which allows one to claim that the ρ is
basically a genuine state rather than a composite state of ππ.
In the present work we want to extend the work done in [33] for the ρ meson to the K∗. The
K∗ particle was first reported by [34] and also confirmed in [35, 36]. It is always exhibited as a
resonance in the Kπ scattering [37, 38], which is determined from experiments by the reactions
K±p → K±π+n, K±p → K±π−∆++ and K+p → K0π0∆++. The p-wave Kπ scattering was
studied by N/D method in [18] using the chiral unitary approach and good agreement was found
between theory and experiment. But there are no works focusing on the structure of the K∗
resonance from the point of view of its possible Kπ compositeness or otherwise and this is the aim
of our present work.
II. BRIEF SUMMARIZE OF FORMALISM
Following [33] one uses the set of coupled Schro¨dinger equations
|Ψ〉 = |Φ〉+ 1
E −H0V |Ψ〉
= |Φ〉+ 1
E −Mi − ~p 22µi
V |Ψ〉 ,
(1)
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whereH0 is the free Hamiltonian, µi is the reduced mass of the system of total massMi = mai+mbi,
and
|Ψ〉 =


|Ψ1〉
|Ψ2〉
...
|ΨN 〉


, |Φ〉 =


|Φ1〉
0
...
0


, (2)
where |Φ1〉 represents the only channel present at t = −∞ taken as a plane wave. V is the potential
chosen as
〈~p|V |~p ′〉 ≡ (2l + 1) v Θ(Λ− p)Θ(Λ− p′)|~p |l|~p ′|lPl(cos θ) , (3)
where v is a N ×N matrix with N the number of channels, Λ is a cutoff in the momentum space,
and Pl(cos θ) is the Legendre function. Note that the functions inherent to a l-wave character have
been explicitly taken into account in V and hence v is considered as a constant in Eq. (3).
As shown in [33] one can see that the T -matrix can be written in the form of Eq. (3) and one
finds
〈~p|T |~p ′〉 ≡ (2l + 1) t Θ(Λ− p)Θ(Λ− p′)|~p |l|~p ′|lPl(cos θ) , (4)
with
t = (1− vG)−1v , (5)
where G is the loop function for the two intermediate hadron states, which differs technically from
the one more commonly used in the chiral unitary approach [18] in that it contains the factor |~p |2l
in the integral, since this factor has been removed from v (see Eq. (3)). Hence
Gii =
∫
|~p |<Λ
d3~p
|~p |2l
E −Mi − ~p 22µi + iǫ
. (6)
Following again [33], one finds that for a resonance or bound state, which is dynamically generated
by the interaction, the sum rule
−
∑
i
g2i
[
dGi
dE
]
E=Ep
= 1 (7)
is fulfilled, with Ep the position of the complex pole. However, if the state contains some genuine
component outside the space of the N wave functions of the coupled channels approach, Eq. (7)
is generalized to
−
∑
i
g2i
[
dGi
dE
]
E=Ep
+ |〈β|Ψ〉|2 = 1 , (8)
or equivalently to
−
∑
i
g2i
[
dGi
dE
]
E=Ep
= 1− Z ; Z = |〈β|Ψ〉|2 , (9)
where |β〉 is the genuine component of the state, and gi is the coupling, defined as
gigj = lim
E→Ep
(E − Ep) tij . (10)
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III. THE Kπ SCATTERING IN p-WAVE AND THE K∗ RESONANCE
Now we investigate the structure of the K∗ particle, which shows up as a resonance of Kπ,
using the formalism discussed before with just one channel. In order to quantify the statement,
we first start from the chiral unitary approach, and then we use a pure phenomenological method
which is independent from any theoretical model to confirm our results.
A. Chiral unitary model
The p-wave Kπ scattering is studied in [18] using the N/D method and only the tree level
scattering potential. We take the potential from [18] but taking into account the definition of Eq.
(3), thus removing the three-momentum factor,
v = − 1
2f2
(
1 +
2G2V
f2
s
M2K∗ − s
)
, (11)
where MK∗ is the bare K
∗ mass, f is the π decay constant and GV the coupling to Kπ in the
formalism of [13], where GV ≃ f/
√
2.
Here, we have explicitly separated the factor |~p |2 in the potential V to get v which does not
depend on the momentum. The formalism using this v kernel requires, as shown in the Sec. II,
that the |~p |2 factor should be included in the loop function (see Eq. (6) and the discussion in [33]).
Thus, we can fit the data [18, 37, 38] by using Eq. (5) in one channel,
t =
v
1− vG . (12)
As also done in [33], we generalize the formulas of the former section to make them relativistic
defining gigj as
gigj = lim
s→sR
(s− sR) tij , (13)
with the loop function G given by
G(s) =
∫
|~q |<qmax
d3~q
(2π)3
|~q |2
s− (ω1 + ω2)2 + iǫ
(
ω1 + ω2
2ω1ω2
)
, (14)
where ωi =
√
m2i + ~q
2, i = π, K. The loop function of Eq. (14) is regularized by means of a
cutoff qmax. The p-wave Kπ phase shift is then given by the formula [33]
p2 t =
−8π√s
p cot δ(p)− i p , (15)
with p the three-momentum in the center of mass reference frame, which is given by
p =
λ1/2(s,m21,m
2
2)
2
√
s
(16)
where λ(s,m21,m
2
2) = [s − (m1 + m2)2] · [s − (m1 − m2)2]. Then we carry a χ2 fit to the data
[18, 37, 38] using the parameters f, GV , MK∗, qmax, with f, GV constrained not to differ much
from standard values. For the best fit of the data, we find the values of these free parameters:
f = 86.22 MeV ,
GV = 53.81 MeV ,
MK∗ = 995.76 MeV ,
qmax = 724.698 MeV .
(17)
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(a) The fit of experimental data points.
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FIG. 1: The fit results of the Kπ scattering p-wave phase shift. The data are taken from [18, 37, 38].
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FIG. 2: Modulus squared of the Kπ scattering amplitudes. Left: |t|2; Right: |T |2 with cosθ = 1.
The best fit results are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a) we show the best fit to data points for the Kπ
phase shift which are taken from the experimental data [18, 37, 38]. Fig. 1(b) shows the results of
the fit using the determined parameters for a continuum of energies. Using the fit parameters, we
also get the results for the modulus squared of the scattering amplitudes |t|2 and |T |2, which are
shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, we can see a clear peak in the modulus squared of the amplitudes
which corresponds to a resonant structure, with a mass about 890 MeV and a width about 50 MeV.
In order to apply the sum rule to the case of a resonance, we should extrapolate the amplitude to
the complex plane and look for the complex pole s0 in the second Riemann sheet. This is done by
changing G to GII in Eq. (12) to get the complex amplitude in the second Riemann sheet, tII .
We proceed as follows:
GII(s) is the analytic continuation to the complex plane of the loop function [15] in p-wave,
given by
GII(s) = GI(s) + i
p3
4π
√
s
, Im(p) > 0 , (18)
where GI and GII are the loop functions in the first and second Riemann sheet, GI is given by Eq.
(14), and p is the complex momentum in the center of mass reference frame, given by Eq. (16). In
the second Riemann sheet, we find the pole of the resonance by solving the equation
1− vG = 0 . (19)
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Thus we are now able to determine the coupling g˜ρ as the residue in the pole of the amplitude
using Eq. (13), as
g2 = lim
s→s0
(s − s0)tII . (20)
Finally, we can use the sum rule of Eq. (9) for the single Kπ channel (generalized to the relativistic
case) in order to evaluate the contribution of this channel to the wave function of the resonance,
− g2
[
dGII(s)
ds
]
s=s0
= 1− Z , (21)
where Z represents the probability that the K∗ is not a Kπ molecule but something else.
Using the determined parameters from the best fit to the data, we find the pole in the second
Riemann sheet, which corresponds to the K∗ particle,
√
s0 = (891.0 + i 31.3) MeV , (22)
which is consistent with the results of Fig. 2 and the PDG group [10], while the value of the
coupling is
g = gKπ = (7.19 + i 0.67) . (23)
Then, we get
1− Z = (0.122 + i 0.193) ,
|1− Z| = 0.229 , (24)
which indicates that the amount of Kπ in the wave function is small. One can conclude that the
K∗ is largely a genuine state other than a Kπ composite molecule.
B. Phenomenological analysis
As done in [33], we also use a pure phenomenological analysis to confirm our results only with
experimental data. The case for a p-wave resonance is different from the one for s-wave, where
the coupling g can be obtained from experiments and dGdE (or
dG
ds ) is a convergent magnitude, even
when qmax →∞.
The phenomenological scattering amplitude in a relativistic form for p-wave can be written as
t˜ =
g˜2ex
s−m2K∗ + i mK∗Γon
(
p
pon
)3 , (25)
where p is the three-momentum of the Kπ system in the center of mass reference frame, which is
given by Eq. (16) for real
√
s, and pon is the same quantity for
√
s = mK∗,
pon = p(
√
s = mK∗) , (26)
and the coupling is related to the width through the equation
g˜2ex =
8πm2K∗Γon
p3on
. (27)
Besides, the values of the mass mK∗ and width Γon of the K
∗ are given by experiment.
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qmax [MeV] 1− Z |1− Z|
724.7 0.082− i0.137 0.160
700.0 0.077− i0.138 0.158
800.0 0.095− i0.134 0.165
900.0 0.111− i0.131 0.172
1000.0 0.124− i0.128 0.179
1100.0 0.136− i0.126 0.186
1200.0 0.147− i0.124 0.192
TABLE I: Values of 1− Z for different cutoffs qmax.
As done in the former subsection, to get the pole and the coupling, we also need to extrapolate
the amplitude to the complex plane and search for the pole s0 in the second Riemann sheet. We
obtain t˜ in the second Riemann sheet from Eq. (25) by taking s complex, s = a+ i b, and p→ −p
in the width term. Thus, we can look for the pole in the second Riemann sheet and then use Eq.
(20) to evaluate the coupling. We obtain
√
s0 = (892.0 + i 22.4) MeV ,
g˜Kπ = (6.08 + i 0.50) ,
(28)
which are consistent with those obtained before and closer to the value of experiment [10] for the
width.
For the p-wave, the G function in Eq. (14) or Eq. (6) is not convergent and dGds is also
logarithmically divergent [33, 39]. Therefore, when doing the 1−Z calculation, one does not know
which value of the cutoff qmax should be used to regularize the G function. Hence, as done in [33],
we can use natural values of the cutoff and test if the results are stable or not for a certain range
of qmax.
In Table I, we show the results of our study of the strength |1 − Z| obtained for the K∗ by
changing the cutoff qmax around a certain reasonable range. As we can see, the results are stable
and similar to those obtained in the former subsection. Particularly, for |1 − Z| we get the same
conclusion as before, which means that, since |1 − Z| is a small number, the K∗ is not a Kπ
composite state.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we show the results of our investigation of the K∗ structure. We use
a recently developed method for studying the particle structure by the generalized Weinberg’s
compositeness condition, which extends the results of Weinberg for s-wave to other partial waves
and bound states or resonances. Using this formalism, we first calculate the Kπ coupling with
the chiral unitary theory, by means of the tree level chiral potential, and then we make a fit to
the experimental data of the phase shifts to determine the free parameters in this model. With
the best fit to the experimental data we get the pole of the K∗ resonance in the second Riemann
Sheet, (891.0 + i 31.3) MeV, which is consistent with the PDG data. With the coupling of Kπ,
we find that the probability of the Kπ component, |1 − Z|, is a small value, only 0.229 (about
1/5), which means that the K∗ is not a Kπ molecule but something else. Next, we also use a
phenomenological method to confirm the former results. The pole in the second Riemann sheet is
(892.0+ i 22.4) MeV and |1−Z| has values around 0.158 ∼ 0.192, which are in agreement with the
results of the theoretical model analysis within uncertainties, thus, leading to the same conclusion.
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